Join us in celebrating the National Aviation Hall of Fame’s Class of 2020

Eugene J. Bullard
Maxime “Max” A. Faget
Joan Sullivan Garrett
Richard “Dick” F. Gordon
Paul G. Kaminski

Saturday, September 26, 2020
Honoring Aerospace Legends to Inspire Future Leaders
PRESIDENT'S RECEPTION – SEPTEMBER 25, 2020

The President’s Reception is the official pre-event for our Enshrinement Dinner & Ceremony. Tickets are extremely limited.

Presenting Sponsor of the President’s Reception – $25,000
- Exclusive naming rights for the event – “The National Aviation Hall of Fame’s President’s Reception Presented by Your Organization”
- Complimentary promotional space
- Option to open the event and welcome attendees
- Full-page advertisement in the official Enshrinement program
- One Gold Table at Enshrinement with all associated benefits

Bar Sponsor of the President’s Reception – $8,000
- Exclusive branded signage at the event
- Half-page advertisement in the official Enshrinement program
- One Premium Group Seating at Enshrinement with all associated benefits

COME WITH US
Our Heritage Hall & Education Center will transform our current space into an immersive and interactive experience for our over 260,000 annual visitors. Incorporating state-of-the art technologies with elements of our Enshrinees lives, we will inspire the next generation of aviation heroes and legends.
2020 Presenting Sponsor is Cirrus Aircraft – Thank you!

Heritage Hall Sponsor – $75,000
- Exclusive brand recognition in the NAHF Heritage Hall & Education Center, visited by over a quarter of a million people annually
- Emcee acknowledgment from the podium
- Additional benefits will include multiple opportunities for NAHF acknowledgement of your support
- One Platinum Table at Enshrinement with all associated benefits

Supporting Sponsor of the Enshrinement – $25,000
ONE TAKEN – Thank you United Airlines! MORE AVAILABLE
- Complimentary promotional space
- Emcee acknowledgement from the podium
- Full-page advertisement in the official Enshrinement program
- One Gold Table at Enshrinement with all associated benefits

Bar Sponsor of the Enshrinement – $15,000
- Opportunity to display branded signage in the bar area
- Full-page advertisement in the official Enshrinement program
- One Gold Table at Enshrinement with all associated benefits

Dessert Sponsor of the Enshrinement – $10,000
- Opportunity to display branded signage in the dessert area
- Half-page advertisement in the official Enshrinement program
- One Silver Table at Enshrinement with all associated benefits

For questions or for further information, please contact Amy Spowart at (937) 256-0944, ext. 11 or aspowart@nationalaviation.org
HONORING AEROSPACE LEGENDS TO INSPIRE FUTURE LEADERS

ENSHRINEMENT TABLE SPONSORSHIP

Platinum Table – $10,000
- One Platinum Level Table for 10 situated closest to Inductees
- 8 Invitations to the exclusive President’s Reception
- Opportunity to host a NAHF Enshrinee or other NAHF VIP and their guest at your table (or you may fill your table of 10 with guests of your choosing)
- Prominent logo recognition on all NAHF social media and Enshrinement signage
- Hyper-linked logo on the NAHF website
- Half-page advertisement in the official Enshrinement program

Gold Table – $8,000
- One Gold Level table for 10 with premium seating
- 8 Invitations to the exclusive President’s Reception
- Opportunity to host a NAHF VIP and their guest at your table (or you may fill your table of 10 with guests of your choosing)
- Prominent logo recognition on all NAHF social media and Enshrinement signage
- Hyper-linked logo on the NAHF website
- Half-page advertisement in the official Enshrinement program

Silver Table – $6,000
- One Silver Level table for 10
- Logo recognition on all NAHF social media and Enshrinement signage
- Hyper-linked logo on the NAHF website
- Quarter-page advertisement in the official Enshrinement program

GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL TICKETS

All Premium Seating Includes:
Special recognition in the official Enshrinement Program

Premium Group – $2,000
- Preferred Seating for 4 at the 58th Annual Enshrinement Dinner and Ceremony
- 4 Invitations to the exclusive President’s Reception
- Special recognition in the official Enshrinement Program

Premium Couple – $1,000
- Preferred Seating for 2 at the 58th Annual Enshrinement Dinner and Ceremony
- 2 Invitations to the exclusive President’s Reception
- Special recognition in the official Enshrinement Program

Premium Single – $500
- Preferred Seating for 1 at the 58th Annual Enshrinement Dinner and Ceremony
- 1 Invitation to the exclusive President’s Reception
- Special recognition in the official Enshrinement Program

Individual Seat – $250
- Seating for 1 at the 58th Annual Enshrinement Dinner and Ceremony
- One year membership to the National Aviation Hall of Fame
(The late) Second Lieutenant Eugene J. Bullard, USAF – WWI Pilot; First African American combat pilot; Denied in the U.S., flew for France; and is one of the most decorated pilots including recipient of the Chevalier de la Legion d’honneur.

(The late) Dr. Maxime “Max” A. Faget, Ph.D. Mechanical Engineer; developed rockets, missiles and aircraft; designed the Mercury Spacecraft and part of the design team for Gemini, Apollo and the Space Shuttle.

Ms. Joan Sullivan Garrett – Medical Professional; Visionary; Founder of MedAire; established the first aviation global medical emergency response, which directs real-time safety services to thousands annually throughout aviation.

(The late) Captain Richard “Dick” F. Gordon, USN Naval Aviator; Test Pilot; Bendix Trophy Winner; Gemini 11 Pilot; Command Module Pilot Apollo 12; Back-up Commander Apollo 15; and part of design team for the Space Shuttle.

Colonel/Dr. Paul G. Kaminski, USAF (Ret), Ph.D. Aeronautical Engineer; led several technical aerospace programs including guided munitions; Lead Developer of Stealth Technology; and Directed F-117 and B-2 Programs.